Name of Club/Society:
UNICEF Club

Mission Statement:

Status:
Active

Club's Email:
aub-sc-unfc@aub.edu.lb

President:
Omar El Maadarani

President's Email:
ore00@mail.aub.edu

Community Service Event:

"On The UNICEF club collected toys and donations from students at AUB, and went to Syrian refugee school in Bekaa (Saadnayel school). These schools are built by AUB center of civic engagement and are managed by Kayani NGO. About 20 students from UNICEF CLUB participated in the event, we played games with the kids, gave them Breakfast, and distributed the toys to them. Every student of the 300 received a toy and ate his breakfast. This semester we will be organizing weekly visits to the syrian refugee schools in Bekaa, and we hope to expand our work there." - Omar EL Maadarani